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Abstract
Given a set P of at most 2n − 4 prescribed edges (n5) and vertices u and v whose mutual distance is odd, the n-dimensional
hypercube Qn contains a hamiltonian path between u and v passing through all edges ofP iff the subgraph induced byP consists of
pairwise vertex-disjoint paths, none of them having u or v as internal vertices or both of them as endvertices. This resolves a problem
of Caha and Koubek who showed that for any n3 there exist vertices u, v and 2n−3 edges ofQn not contained in any hamiltonian
path between u and v, but still satisfying the condition above. The proof of the main theorem is based on an inductive construction
whose basis for n = 5 was veriﬁed by a computer search. Classical results on hamiltonian edge-fault tolerance of hypercubes are
obtained as a corollary.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The graph of the n-dimensional hypercube Qn is known to be hamiltonian for any n2 and the investigation of
properties of hamiltonian cycles in Qn has received a considerable amount of attention [10]. Moreover, a classical
result of Havel [7] says that if the distance d(u, v) of vertices u and v of Qn (n1) is odd, there exists a hamiltonian
path of Qn between u and v. Note that the condition on the odd distance between endvertices is trivially necessary
since every hypercube is a bipartite graph with even number of vertices.
The advent of massively parallel computers [9] inspired the study of hypercubes with faulty links, which lead to
the investigation of hamiltonian cycles and paths of Qn avoiding certain set of forbidden edges [2,3,8,11]. A related
question has been recently proposed by R. Caha and V. Koubek: given two vertices and a set of edges of Qn, does
there exist a hamiltonian path between given vertices, passing through every edge of this set? In [1] they observed that
any proper subset P of edges of a hamiltonian path between u and v necessarily induces a subgraph 〈P〉 consisting
of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths such that 〈P〉 contains no path between u and v, and neither u nor v is incident with
more than one edge ofP. Moreover, they showed that in case |P|n−2, n2, this natural necessary condition (NNC)
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is also sufﬁcient for the existence of a hamiltonian path of Qn between vertices u and v with d(u, v) odd, passing
through every edge of P. On the other hand, for any n3 and vertices u, v of Qn with d(u, v) odd, there is a set of
2n − 3 edges satisfying NNC, but not contained in any hamiltonian path between u and v. Indeed, let u, v be vertices
of Qn, x = v a neighbor of u andP a set of edges incident with neighbors of x so that u is incident with one edge ofP,
each but one of the remaining neighbors is incident with two edges of P, but no edge of P is incident with x. It is not
difﬁcult to see that this can always be done in such a way that NNC is preserved. Since Qn is a regular graph of degree
n, it follows that |P| = 2n − 3 and obviously, any path between u and v passing through all edges of P avoids x.
The main result of this paper closes the gap between the lower bound n − 2, for which NNC becomes sufﬁcient,
and the upper bound 2n − 3, for which it fails: we show that given vertices u and v with d(u, v) odd and a set of at
most 2n− 4 prescribed edges of Qn satisfying NNC, there exists a hamiltonian path between u and v passing through
every edge of the prescribed set. This holds for any n2 with two exceptions, namely two forbidden conﬁgurations
for n ∈ {3, 4}. A similar problem for hamiltonian cycles formulated in [1] has been resolved in [4]. Our methods are
similar to those of [4], however, the construction needed for the proof of this result is substantially more complex.
The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. We start with a brief summary of concepts, notation and well-
known properties of hypercubes. The next part is devoted to auxiliary results, preparing the necessary technique for an
inductive construction, which forms the core of the proof of the main theorem in the following section. We conclude
the paper by showing how our result relates to the classical problem of hamiltonicity of hypercubes with faulty edges.
2. Preliminaries
We deal with ﬁnite undirected graphs, without loops or multiple edges. Our terminology and notation generally
follows [5]. The vertex and edge sets of a graph G are denoted by V (G) and E(G), respectively. The distance of
vertices x and y in G is denoted by dG(x, y) with the subscript omitted if no ambiguity may arise. For e, e′ ∈ E(G),
dG(e, e
′) = min{dG(x, y) | x ∈ e, y ∈ e′}. Given a set E ⊆ E(G) of edges of a graph G, 〈E〉 denotes the subgraph of
G, induced by E, i.e. V (〈E〉)=⋃e∈E e, E(〈E〉)=E. Given a set V ′ ⊆ V (G) of vertices of a graph G, G− V ′ denotes
the graph obtained from G by removing all vertices of V ′ and edges incident with them.
A path P = x0, x1, . . . , xn of length n between x0 and xn is a graph P with V (P ) = {x0, . . . , xn} and E(P ) =
{{x0, x1}, {x1, x2}, . . . , {xn−1, xn}}. Vertices x0 and xn are called the endvertices of P. A cycle of length n is a connected
2-regular graph on n vertices. Given a set E of edges, we say that a path P (cycle C)
• passes through E if E ⊆ E(P ) (E ⊆ E(C)),
• avoids E if E ∩ E(P ) = ∅ (E ∩ E(C) = ∅).
The n-dimensional hypercube Qn is a graph whose vertex set consists of binary vectors of length n, two vertices being
adjacent whenever the corresponding vectors differ in exactly one coordinate. Following [9], the dimension of an edge
e = {x, y} ∈ E(Qn), denoted by dim(e), is deﬁned as the integer i such that x and y differ in the ith coordinate.
Let us summarize several fundamental properties of hypercubes (cf. [6] for details):
1. The removal of all edges of the same dimension splits Qn+1 into two disjoint copies of Qn, denoted by QLn and
QRn (the “left” and the “right” subcube). Note that any vertex x ∈ V (QLn ) has in QRn a unique neighbor, which shall
be denoted by xR . Similarly, any vertex y ∈ V (QRn ) has in QLn a unique neighbor, denoted by yL. For an edge
e = {x, y} ∈ E(QLn ), eR denotes the edge {xR, yR} ∈ E(QRn ). Given a set P ⊆ E(Qn+1), we denote its subsets
P ∩ E(QLn ) and P ∩ E(QRn ) by PL and PR , respectively.
2. Qn is a bipartite graph for any n1, which means that for any u, v ∈ V (Qn), the length of each path between u
and v has the same parity as d(u, v). In particular, if there is a hamiltonian path between u and v, then u and v
belong to different partite sets and therefore d(u, v) is odd.
3. The (0, 2)-property: any two distinct vertices of Qn (n1) have either exactly two neighbors in common or none
at all.
For the rest of this section assume that the set of prescribed edgesP ⊆ E(Qn) is ﬁxed. We say thatP contains a path
P (between u and v) if P is a path (with endvertices u and v) forming a connected component of 〈P〉. Note that any
path contained in P is of length at least one.
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Given a pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (Qn), we say that (Qn,P, u, v) satisﬁes a path condition and write PC
(Qn,P, u, v) if
(i) d(u, v) is odd,
(ii) 〈P〉 consists of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths such that none of them has both x and y as its endvertices,
(iii) neither x nor y is incident with more than one edge of P.
Given a subcube S of Qn, an edge e ∈ E(S) is called free in S if e /∈P and 〈(P ∩ E(S)) ∪ {e}〉 consists of pairwise
vertex-disjoint paths.
Let Qn+1 be split into subcubes QLn and QRn such thatP\(PL ∪PR)= {{x, xR}}. For an edge {x, y} ∈ E(QLn ), we
say that the dimension dim({x, y}) is blocked for {x, xR} if
(i) PL contains a path between x and y, while yR is not incident with any edge of PR , or
(ii) PR contains a path between xR and yR , while y is not incident with any edge of PL.
Note that if 〈P〉 consists of pairwise disjoint paths, then each of conditions (i)–(ii) may hold for at most one edge
{x, y} ∈ E(QLn ) and hence at most two dimensions may be blocked for {x, xR}.
3. Lemmas on paths and splits
The purpose of this section is to derive auxiliary results that shall be useful for the proof of the main
theorem.
Lemma 1. Let n3, P ⊆ E(Qn+1) and u, v ∈ V (Qn+1) be such that |P|2(n + 1) − 4 and PC(Qn+1,P, u, v).
Then there exists a split of Qn+1 into subcubes QLn and QRn such that |P\(PL ∪ PR)|1. Moreover, if P\(PL ∪
PR) = {{x, xR}}, then the following conditions hold:
(i) {x, xR} ∩ {u, v} = ∅,
(ii) if there exists {uˆ, vˆ} ∈ E(Qn+1) such that P contains paths between u and uˆ and between v and vˆ, then
dim({uˆ, vˆ}) = dim({x, xR}),
(iii) ifP contains a path of even length with one endvertex in {u, v} and the other in {x, xR}, thenP contains another
path with an endvertex in {u, v} of length at least two.
Proof. Put Pi = {e ∈ P | dim(e) = i} for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n + 1}. If there exists i0 such that Pi0 = ∅, then the removal
of all edges of dimension i0 splits Qn+1 into subcubes such that P\(PL ∪PR) = ∅.
Otherwise let I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n + 1} be such that |Pi | = 1 for each i ∈ I ; our assumption on the cardinality of P
then implies that |I |4. Since neither u nor v may be incident with more than one edge ofP, it follows that there are
at least two distinct edges e, e′ ∈ ⋃i∈I Pi such that (e ∪ e′) ∩ {u, v} = ∅. Consequently, the removal of all edges of
dimension dim(e) or dim(e′) splits Qn+1 into subcubes such that (i) holds.
It remains to show that one of these two splits also satisﬁes both conditions (ii) and (iii). Note that if P contains at
most one path with an endvertex in {u, v}, then at most one edge of e, e′ may be incident with the other endvertex of
that path. Then split Qn+1 by the dimension of the other edge and we are done.
Hence we can assume thatP contains paths P1 between u and uˆ and P2 between v and vˆ for some uˆ, vˆ ∈ V (Qn+1).
First, suppose that {uˆ, vˆ} /∈E(Qn+1), i.e. (ii) holds, and split Qn+1 by dim(e). If (iii) does not hold, then one of the
paths, say P1, has even length, e is incident with uˆ and P2 has length one. But then e′ cannot be incident with uˆ and
therefore splitting Qn+1 by dim(e′) satisﬁes (iii).
Now assume that {uˆ, vˆ} ∈ E(Qn+1). Since dim(e) = dim(e′), splitting Qn+1 by one of these dimensions must
satisfy (ii). We claim that this split must also satisfy (iii). Indeed, otherwise it must be the case that, say, P1 has even
length and P2 length one. But then d(uˆ, vˆ) = 1 implies that d(u, v) must be even, contrary to our assumption that
PC(Qn+1,P, u, v) holds. 
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Lemma 2. Let n3, P ⊆ E(Qn+1) and u, v ∈ V (Qn+1) be such that |P|2(n + 1) − 4 and PC(Qn+1,P, u, v)
and let Qn+1 be split into subcubes QLn and QRn . Then the following holds:
(i) if u, v ∈ V (QLn ), then there exists an edge {x, y} ∈ E(QLn )\PL such that PC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{x, y}}, u, v) and
PC(QRn ,P
R, xR, yR),
(ii) if u ∈ V (QLn ) and v ∈ V (QRn ), then there exists a vertex x ∈ V (QLn ) such that PC(QLn ,PL, u, x) and
PC(QRn ,P
R, xR, v).
Proof. First observe that for any e ∈ E(QLn ), e is not free in QLn or eR is not free in QRn iff e or eR
• belongs to P, or
• is incident with a vertex of 〈PL〉 of degree two, or
• connects endvertices of a path of P.
Let p and t denote the number of paths contained inP and the number of vertices of 〈P〉 of degree two, respectively.
Observe that t |P| − 1 and t + p = |P|. Consequently, the number of edges e ∈ E(QLn ) such that e is not free in QLn
or eR is not free in QRn does not exceed
|P| + t (n − 2) + p = 2|P| + t (n − 3)2n2 − 5n + 5<n2n−1 − 2 = |E(Qn)| − 2
for n3. Hence there must exists edges e1, e2 ∈ E(QLn ) such that ei is free in QLn and eRi is free in QRn for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Moreover, since P ∪ {ei} may contain a path between u and v for at most one i ∈ {1, 2}, at least one of e1, e2 must
satisfy (i).
To show the validity of part (ii), suppose that u ∈ V (QLn ) and v ∈ V (QRn ). Let x ∈ V (QLn ) be such that d(u, x)
is odd. Note that then d(xR, v) must have the same parity as d(u, v), which is odd by our assumption. Consequently,
PC(QLn ,P
L, u, x) or PC(QRn ,P
R, xR, v) fail to hold iff
• x or xR is incident with two edges of P, or
• PL contains a path between u and x, or
• PR contains a path between xR and v.
Put A = {x ∈ V (QLn ) | d(u, x) is odd}. Let p denote the number of paths of P starting at u or v and t denote the
number of vertices of A which are incident with two edges of P. Since p2 and t(|P| − p)/2, it follows that the
number of vertices of A for which (ii) fails does not exceed
t + p |P| − p
2
+ p = |P| + p
2
n< 2n−1 = |A|,
for n3. Hence there must be a vertex for which (ii) holds. 
Lemma 3. Let n3, P ⊆ E(Qn+1) and u, v ∈ V (Qn+1) be such that |P|2(n + 1) − 4 and PC(Qn+1,P, u, v).
Further suppose that Qn+1 is split into subcubes QLn and QRn such that P\(PL ∪PR) = {{x, xR}}. Then
(i) there exists a free edge {x, y} in QLn such that {xR, yR} is free in QRn , moreover, at least one of y, yR is not
incident with any edge of P,
(ii) if there is exactly one free edge {x, y} in QLn such that {xR, yR} is free in QRn and one vertex of y, yR is incident
with an edge of P, then each edge of P is incident with a neighbor of x or xR ,
(iii) if at most one dimension is blocked for {x, xR}, then there exists {x, y} ∈ E(QLn ) satisfying (i) such that neither
y nor yR is incident with any edge of P, or there exist two distinct edges {x, y′}, {x, y} ∈ E(QLn ) satisfying (i),
(iv) if no dimension is blocked for {x, xR}, then there exist two distinct edges {x, y′}, {x, y} ∈ E(QLn ) sati-
sfying (i).
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Proof. Assume thatP\(PL ∪PR)= {{x, xR}} for some x ∈ V (QLn ). If condition (i) does not hold, then for any edge
{x, y} ∈ E(QLn ), at least one of the following must be true:
(a) PL contains a path between x and y, while yR is not incident with any edge of PR ,
(b) PR contains a path between xR and yR , while y is not incident with any edge of PL,
(c) there exist two edges in P such that each of them is incident with y or yR .
Note that as any hypercube is a triangle-free graph, no edge ofPL(PR) can be incident with two distinct neighbors
of x (xR). Moreover, since x has exactly n distinct neighbors in QLn and each of conditions (a) and (b) may hold for at
most one of them, it follows that there are at least 2 + 2(n − 2) = 2n − 2 edges of PL ∪PR , incident either with a
neighbor of x in QLn or with a neighbor of xR in QRn . Taking into account that {x, xR} ∈ P, it follows that |P|2n−1,
contrary to our assumption thatP2(n+1)−4=2n−2. This proves part (i). Moreover, if the assumptions of (ii) are
satisﬁed, then the above argument shows that there are at least 2 + 2(n− 3)+ 1 = 2n− 3 edges ofPL ∪PR , incident
with a neighbor of x in QLn or with a neighbor of xR in QRn , and the conclusion of (ii) follows.
To see that (iii) holds as well, observe that if at most one dimension is blocked for {x, xR}, one of conditions (a)
and (b) does not hold for any neighbor of x in QLn . If y is the only neighbor of x satisfying (i), there must be at least
1+2(n−2)=2n−3 edges ofP\{{x, xR}}, incident with neighbors of x in QLn or with neighbors of xR in QRn , distinct
from y and yR . It follows that neither y nor yR may be incident with any edge of P.
In case (iv), when no dimension is blocked for {x, xR}, neither (a) nor (b) may hold for any neighbor of x in QLn ,
and the above counting argument can be used to show that at least two distinct edges of E(QLn ), incident with x, must
satisfy condition (i). 
Lemma 4. Let n3, P ⊆ E(Qn+1) and u, v ∈ V (Qn+1) be such that |P|2(n + 1) − 4 and PC(Qn+1,P, u, v).
Further suppose that Qn+1 is split into subcubes QLn and QRn such that P\(PL ∪ PR) = {{x, xr}}, u ∈ V (QLn ),
v ∈ V (QRn ), both d(u, x) and d(v, xR) are odd andPR contains a path between xR and v. Then there is a path x, y, z
in QLn such that PC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{y, z}}, u, x) and PC(QRn ,PR ∪ {{xR, yR}}, zR, v).
Proof. By Lemma 3 x has a neighbor yˆ in QLn such that edge {x, yˆ} is free inQLn and edge {xR, yˆR} is free in QRn .
1. First assume that yˆ = u or yˆ is not incident with any edge of P. Then put y = yˆ. If y has a neighbor z = x
in QLn such that neither z nor zR is incident with any edge of P, then clearly PC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{y, z}}, u, x) and
PC(QRn ,P
R ∪ {{xR, yR}}, zR, v) hold as required. Otherwise it must be the case that
(∗) for any neighbor z = x of y in QLn , there is an edge of P incident with z or zR .
Since at least n − 1 distinct edges of P satisfy (∗) and {x, xR} ∈ P as well, it follows that there are at most
2(n + 1) − 4 − n = n − 2 edges of P left that could be incident with neighbors of x in QLn or neighbors of xR in
QRn , distinct from y and yR . But x has exactly n neighbors in QLn and therefore one of them, say yˆ = y, must be
such that neither yˆ nor yˆR is incident with any edge of P. Now suppose, by way of contradiction, that (∗) holds for
yˆ. Since y and yˆ possess, by the (0, 2)-property, exactly one common neighbor distinct from x, it follows that at least
2(n − 1) − 1 = 2n − 3 edges of P are incident with neighbors of y, yˆ, yR and yˆR , distinct from x and xR . Regarding
that xR is incident with two edges of P, it follows that |P|2n − 1 = 2(n + 1) − 3, contrary to our assumption.
Hence there must be a neighbor z of yˆ in QLn such that neither z nor zR is incident with any edge of P. It follows
thatPC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{yˆ, z}}, u, x) and PC(QRn ,PR ∪ {{xR, yˆR}}, zR, v) hold as required.
2. Now we shall deal with the case when the only edge e, incident with x, having the property that e is free
in QLn and eR is free in QRn , is the edge e = {x, u}, and moreover, u is incident with an edge of P. But then part (iii)
of Lemma 3 implies that two dimensions are blocked for {x, xR}. In particular, there must be a neighbor y of x in
QLn such that PL contains a path between y and x and yR is not incident with any edge of PR . Note that as {x, y} is
not free in QLn , y = u. Similarly, the path of PR between xR and v, which exists by our assumptions, must have the
property that v is a neighbor of xR , while vL is not incident with any edge of PL. Moreover, the assumption of case
2 implies that for any neighbor w of x in QLn , w /∈ {u, y, vL}, there exist two distinct edges of P such that each of
them is incident with one of w,wR . This sums up to at least 2(n − 3) = 2n − 6 distinct edges of P. Regarding that
there are another three edges of P, incident with u, y and v, we can conclude that there are at least 2n − 3 distinct
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edges ofP, incident with neighbors of x in QLn or with neighbors of xR in QRn . Since {x, xR} ∈ P and we assume that
|P|2(n + 1) − 4 = 2n − 2, it follows that
(∗∗) each edge of P must be incident with a neighbor of x or xR .
It remains to observe that y has n− 1 neighbors in QLn distinct from x, and at most one of them may be an endvertex
of a path ofPL, starting at u. Hence there are at least n − 21 ways to choose a neighbor z = x of y in QLn such that
PL ∪ {{y, z}} contains no path between u and x.
Moreover, since z and x possess by the (0, 2)-property exactly two common neighbors, one of them being y and
{y, z} /∈P, (∗∗) implies that at most one edge ofPL may be incident with z. It follows thatPC(QLn ,PL∪{{y, z}}, u, x)
holds. Applying the same argument to zR we can conclude that at most one edge of PR may be incident with zR as
well. Regarding that yR is not incident with any edge of PR , it follows that PC(QRn ,PR ∪ {{xR, yR}}, zR, v) also
holds as required. 
Lemma 5. Let n3, P ⊆ E(Qn+1) and u, v ∈ V (Qn+1) be such that |P|2(n + 1) − 4 and PC(Qn+1,P, u, v).
Further suppose that Qn+1 is split into subcubes QLn and QRn such that P\(PL ∪ PR) = {x, xR}, u ∈ V (QLn ),
v ∈ V (QRn ), both d(u, x) and d(v, xR) are even and no dimension is blocked for {x, xR}. Then
(i) there is a 4-cycle x, y, z, w in QLn such that edges {x, y}, {x,w} are free in QLn , edges {xR, yR}, {wR, zR} are
free in QRn , neither yR nor zR is incident with any edge of PR and PL contains no path between y and w or
between u and w, or
(ii) there is a 4-cycle xR, y, z,w in QRn such that edges {xR, y}, {xR,w} are free in QRn , edges {x, yL}, {wL, zL}
are free in QLn , neither yL nor zL is incident with any edge ofPL andPR contains no path between y and w or
between v and w.
Proof. For any neighbor y of x in QLn , dim({x, y}) is called a free dimension if {x, y} is free in QLn , {xR, yR} is free in
QRn and at least one of y, yR is not incident with any edge ofP. Since no dimension is blocked for {x, xR}, it follows
that dim({x, y}) is free iff there is at most one edge of P, incident with y or yR .
Now assume that exactly k dimensions are free; note that part (iv) of Lemma 3 implies that k2. Let y1, y2, . . . , yk
denote the neighbors of x in QLn such that dim({x, yi}) is free for each i = 1, . . . , k. For any I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k} put
N(I) = |{e ∈ P | e ∩ {yi, yRi , zij , zRij } = ∅, i, j ∈ I, i = j}|, where zij denotes the common neighbor of yi and yj ,
distinct from x. It follows that N({1, 2, . . . , k})2(n+ 1)− 4 − (2(n− k)+ 1)= 2k − 3. In particular in case k = 2,
N({1, 2})1 and hence either {y,w} = {y1, y2} satisﬁes (i), or {y,w} = {yR1 , yR2 } satisﬁes (ii).
It remains to deal with the case when k3. We claim that then for any I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k}
(∗) N(I)2|I | − 3 ⇒ ∃I0 ⊆ I, |I0| = 3 such that N(I0)3.
To verify the claim, argue by induction on s = |I |. As the claim is trivially true for s = 3, let 4sk and suppose
that (∗) holds for any subset of {1, 2, . . . , k} of cardinality s − 1. Let I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k}, |I |= s such that N(I)2s − 3
and assume that there exists i0 ∈ I such that |{e ∈ P | e ∩ {yi0 , yRi0 , zi0j , zRi0j | j ∈ I, j = i0}}|2, for otherwise the
conclusion of (∗) holds for any three-element subset of I. By the (0, 2)-property zi0j = zlm for any j, l, m ∈ I\{i0},
l = m, and since hypercubes are triangle-free, it follows that N(I\{i0})N(I) − 22s − 5 = 2|I\{i0}| − 3. Hence
by the induction hypothesis there exist I0 ⊆ I\{i0} ⊂ I, |I0| = 3 satisfying (∗) as claimed.
We have just showed that x has three distinct neighbors yi1 , yi2 , yi3 in QLn such that
• |{e ∈ P | e ∩ {yi, yRi , zij , zRij | i, j ∈ {i1, i2, i3}, i = j} = ∅}|3, and
• |{e ∈ P | e ∩ {yi, yRi | i ∈ {i1, i2, i3}} = ∅}|1.
It is straightforward to verify by inspection that it means that there is {y,w} ⊆ {yi1 , yi2 , yi3} satisfying (i) or{y,w} ⊆ {yRi1 , yRi2 , yRi3 } satisfying (ii). 
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The following result is proved in [4]:
Lemma 6. Let u, v, x, y be pairwise distinct vertices of Qn, n2, such that both d(u, v) and d(x, y) is odd. Then
(i) there exist paths between u and v and between x and y whose vertex sets partition V (Qn),
(ii) if d(x, y) = 1, there exists a hamiltonian path of Qn − {x, y} between u and v unless n = 3, d(u, v) = 1 and
d({u, v}, {x, y}) = 2,
(iii) for any e ∈ E(Qn) such that e = {u, v} there exists a hamiltonian path of Qn between u and v passing through
edge e.
The next lemma is a weaker form of a theorem proved in [8]:
Lemma 7. For n3 and pairwise distinct vertices x, y, u ∈ Qn such that both d(u, x) and d(v, x) is odd, there exists
a hamiltonian path of Qn − {u} between x and y.
We have a similar result on cycles avoiding two forbidden vertices:
Lemma 8. Let u, v, x, y be pairwise distinct vertices of Qn, n2, such that d(u, v) is odd and {x, y} ∈ E(Qn).
Then there exists a hamiltonian cycle of Qn − {u, v} passing through edge {x, y} unless n = 3, d(u, v) = 1 and
d({u, v}, {x, y}) = 2.
Proof. Since in case d(u, v) = 1 the statement follows from Lemma 6, assume that d(u, v)3. Then shortest paths
between u and v in Qn+1 (n2) must contain an edge e such that dim(e) = dim({x, y}) and hence removing all edges
of dimension dim(e) splitsQn+1 into subcubes such that u and v belong to different subcubes, while x and y to the same
subcube. Without a loss of generality assume that u, x, y ∈ V (QLn ) and v ∈ V (QRn ). Choose an arbitrary neighbor
w ∈ V (QRn ) of v and observe that d(wL, u) must have the same parity as d(u, v), which is odd by our assumptions.
Hence we can apply Lemma 6 to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of QLn between u and wL, passing through edge {x, y}.
Denote the neighbor of u on P1 by z and apply Lemma 6 again, this time to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 ofQRn between
zR and v, passing through edge {w, v}. It remains to observe that the desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and
v, passing through edge {x, y} is induced by edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{wL,w}})\({u, z}, {w, v}). 
We complete this section with a lemma that resolves our problem for hypercubes of small dimensions. Note that we
decided to rely on computers to verify the statement of the lemma by an exhaustive search.
Lemma 9. Let n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, P ⊆ E(Qn) and u, v ∈ V (Qn) be such that |P|2n − 4 and PC(Qn,P, u, v)
holds. Then there exists a hamiltonian path of Qn between u and v passing throughP except the case when n ∈ {3, 4},
d(u, v)= 3 andP consists of 2n− 4 edges of the same dimension such that any pair of them has mutual distance two
and each of u, v is incident with one edge of P.
Proof. The case n ∈ {2, 3} may be veriﬁed by inspection (which is done in [1] in detail). The cases n ∈ {4, 5} were
veriﬁed by a computer search. 





Fig. 1. The only special conﬁgurations for Q3 and Q4.
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4. Hamiltonian paths with prescribed edges
Theorem 10. Let n2,P ⊆ E(Qn) and u, v ∈ V (Qn) be such that |P|2n−4 and d(u, v) is odd. Then there exists
a hamiltonian path of Qn between u and v passing through P iff 〈P〉 consists of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths, 〈P〉
contains no path between u and v and neither u nor v is incident with more than one edge of P, except the case when
n ∈ {3, 4}, d(u, v) = 3 and P consists of 2n − 4 edges of the same dimension such that any pair of them has mutual
distance two and each of u, v is incident with one edge of P.
Proof. Since the necessity of the condition is obvious, the purpose of this proof is to show that it is also sufﬁcient. We
argue by induction on n. Recalling that the case n5 was settled by Lemma 9, let n5 and assume that the statement of
the theorem holds for the hypercube of dimension n. In the following we shall prove that it also holds for the hypercube
of dimension n + 1. The desired hamiltonian path H of Qn+1 between u and v passing through P shall be described
in terms of its edge set, i.e. H = 〈E〉 for a suitable E ⊆ E(Qn+1). Using Lemma 1, split Qn+1 into subcubes QLn and
QRn such that |P\(PL ∪ PR)|1. Assuming without a loss of generality that |P| = 2(n + 1) − 4 and u ∈ V (QLn ),
consider the following cases:
Case (1): There exists x ∈ V (QLn ) such that P\(PL ∪PR) = {{x, xR}}. Note that we can assume that conditions
(i)–(iii) of Lemma 1 hold.
Subcase (1.1): v ∈ V (QLn ).
(1.1.1) |PL|< 2n − 4 and |PR|2n − 4: By Lemma 3 there is a free edge {x, y} in QLn such that {xR, yR} is free
in QRn .
(1.1.1.1) y is not incident with any edge of PL or y /∈ {u, v}: Then both PC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{x, y}}, u, v) and
PC(QRn ,P
R, xR, yR) hold and hence by the induction hypothesis there exist hamiltonian paths P1 of QLn between u
and v and P2 of QRn between xR and yR , passing through PL ∪ {x, y} and PR , respectively. Then H = 〈(E(P1) ∪
E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}})\{{x, y}}〉.
(1.1.1.2) {x, u} is the only free edge in QLn such that {xR, uR} is free in QRn ; moreover, u is incident with an edge of
PL: Then condition (iii) of Lemma 3 says that two dimensions are blocked for {x, xR}. This in particular means that x
has a neighbor z ∈ V (QLn ) which is not incident with any edge of PL, while PR contains a path between xR and zR .
Note that as u is incident with an edge ofPL, it follows that z = u, and as d(u, z) is even, while d(u, v) is odd, z = v
as well. Hence we can apply the induction to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of QLn between u and v passing through
PL ∪ {{x, z}}.
Let w denote the neighbor of z on P1, distinct from x. Observe that since zR is incident with exactly one edge of
PR , we can choose a neighbor r ∈ V (QLn ) of z such that r /∈ {x, v,w} and {zR, rR} /∈PR . Further, observe that by the
(0, 2)-property, r and x have exactly two neighbors in QLn in common, one of them being z. But since {x, z}, {z,w} ∈
E(P1) and z /∈ {u, v} is not an endvertex of P1, there must exist an edge {r, s} ∈ E(P1) such that d(x, s) = 3.
At this point recall that Lemma 3 also says that in this case every edge of P is incident with a neighbor of x or
xR , which in particular means that {r, s} /∈PL, while rR may be incident with at most one and sR with no edge of
PR . Hence PC(QRn ,PR ∪ {{zR, rR}}, xR, sR) holds, but before using the induction hypothesis we need to prove that
|PR|< 2n− 4. Indeed, if |PR|= 2n− 4, then |PL|= 1, and we assume that one edge ofPL is already incident with u,
but not with x. Consequently,PL contains no path connecting x to one of its neighbors, but then at most one dimension
may be blocked for {x, xR}, contrary to our assumption.
Therefore it is safe to apply the induction to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 ofQRn between xR and sR , passing through
PR ∪ {{zR, rR}}. Then H = 〈(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {z, zR}, {r, rR}, {s, sR}})\{{x, z}, {r, s}, {rR, zR}}〉.
(1.1.2) |PL| = 2n− 4 and |PR| = 1: Using the induction, ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P1 between u and v in QLn passing
through PL. Since {x, xR} ∈ P, there has to be an edge {x, y} ∈ E(P1)\PL. If {xR, yR} /∈PR , then simply use the
induction hypothesis to ﬁnd in QRn a hamiltonian path P2 between xR and yR passing through PR and observe that
H = 〈(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}})\{{x, y}}〉.
If, however, PR = {{xR, yR}}, choose on P1 an edge {r, s} /∈PL such that {r, s} ∩ {x, y} = ∅. Then apply
Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn − {xR, yR} a hamiltonian path P2 between rR and sR and observe that H = 〈(E(P1) ∪
E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {xR, yR}, {y, yR}, {r, rR}, {s, sR}})\{{x, y}, {r, s}}〉.
(1.1.3) |PL| = 2n − 3 and |PR| = 0: Recall that the edge {x, xR} was chosen in such a way that x /∈ {u, v}. First
choose an edge {r, s} ∈ PL such that if PL contains a path between u or v and x, then r = x. Otherwise make the
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choice in such a way that s is an endvertex of a path ofPL. Moreover, ifPL contains a path starting at x then s should
be the other endvertex of that path. If there is not a path in PL starting at x but a path starting at u or v then s should
be also the other endvertex of that path.
Next, apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P ofQLn between u and v passing throughPL\{{r, s}}.
If {r, s} ∈ E(P ), then simply choose on P a neighbor y of x such that {x, y} /∈PL, apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd
a hamiltonian path P1 ofQRn between xR and yR and observe thatH =〈(E(P )∪E(P1)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}})\{{x, y}}〉.
If, however, {r, s} /∈E(P ), choose on P neighbors p and q of x and s, respectively, such that neither {x, p} nor
{s, q} belongs to PL and an extra condition speciﬁed below is satisﬁed. Let P ′ denote the subpath of P between r
and s.
(1.1.3.1) r = x: We can assume that the choice of p and q has been made in such a way that P ′ contains exactly
one of p, q. Let y be the neighbor of x on P, distinct from p. Apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn paths P1 between xR and
yR and P2 between pR and qR whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ) and observe that H = 〈(E(P ) ∪ E(P1) ∪ (P2) ∪
{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {p, pR}, {q, qR}})\{{x, p}, {s, q}, {x, y}}〉.
(1.1.3.2) r = x: In this case we can assume P ′ contains exactly one of q and x. In case p = x simply apply the
induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P1 of QRn between xR and qR and observe that H =〈(E(P )∪E(P1)∪
{{x, xR}, {q, qR}, {r, s}})\{{r, x}, {s, q}}〉. If, however, p = x, consider two subcases:
(1.1.3.2.1) P ′ contains exactly one of p and x: Choose on P a neighbor y of x such that {x, y} /∈PL. We may assume
that d(x, p) is odd, interchanging x and y if necessary. Then d(y, q) is odd as well and we can apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in
QRn paths P1 between xR and pR and P2 between yR and qR whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ). It remains to observe
that H = 〈(E(P ) ∪ E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {p, pR}, {q, qR}, {r, s}})\{{r, p}, {s, q}, {x, y}}〉.
(1.1.3.2.2) P ′ contains either both p and x or none of them: Choose on P a neighbor y of x so that {x, y} /∈PL and
y = p. Then apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn paths P1 between xR and yR and P2 between pR and qR whose vertex sets
partition V (QRn ) and observe thatH =〈(E(P )∪E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {p, pR}, {q, qR}, {r, s}})\{{r, p},
{s, q}, {x, y}}〉.
(1.1.4) |PL|=0 and |PR|=2n−3: By the induction hypothesis QRn contains a hamiltonian cycle C passing through
PR . Since {x, xR} ∈ P, at least one of the two edges of C, incident with xR , does not belong toPR . Hence there must
exist an edge {xR, yR} ∈ E(C)\PR . It remains to apply the induction again to obtain a hamiltonian path P between u
and v inQLn passing through edge {x, y} and observe thatH=〈(E(P )∪E(C)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}})\{{x, y}, {xR, yR}}〉.
Subcase (1.2): v ∈ V (QRn ).
(1.2.1) max{|PL|, |PR|}2n − 4:
(1.2.1.1) d(u, x) is odd: Then our assumption that d(u, v) is odd implies that d(xR, v) must be odd as well.
(1.2.1.1.1)PL contains no path between u and x andPR contains no path between v and xR: In this case it sufﬁces
to apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of QLn between u and x, passing through PL, and a
hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between xR and v, passing throughPR . The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u
and v is obtained as a concatenation of P1 and P2.
(1.2.1.1.2) There is either a path between u and x in PL or between v and xR in PR , but not both, as then there
would be a path between u and v in 〈P〉, contrary to our assumption. Assuming without a loss of generality that the
latter case applies, consider the following cases:
(1.2.1.1.2.1) max{|PL|, |PR|}< 2n − 4: By Lemma 4 there exists path x, y, z in QLn such that PC(QLn ,PL ∪
{{y, z}}, u, x) and PC(QRn ,PR ∪{{xR, yR}}, zR, v). It remains to use the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian
path P1 of QLn between u and x, passing through PL ∪ {{y, z}}, and a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between zR and v,
passing throughPR ∪ {{xR, yR}}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of
(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\{{y, z}, {xR, yR}}.
(1.2.1.1.2.2) |PL| = 1 and |PR| = 2n − 4: First note that part (iii) of Lemma 1 implies that PL = {{x, y}}, while
the assumption of case (1.2.1.1.2) implies that y = u. Next observe that yR may have in QRn at most |PR|/2 = n − 2
neighbors different from xR such that each of them is either incident with two edges ofPR or is an endvertex of a path
ofPR starting at xR . Hence we can choose a neighbor z ∈ V (QRn ) of xR such that PC(QRn ,PR, v, z) holds. Now use
the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of QRn between v and z passing through PR . Note that there
must exist an edge {xR,w} ∈ E(P1)\PR .
(1.2.1.1.2.2.1) wL = y: Apply Lemma 6 to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QLn − {x, y} between u and zL and
observe that the desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪
{{x, y}, {x, xR}, {y, yR}, {zL, z}})\{{xR, yR}}.
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(1.2.1.1.2.2.2) wL = y and {w, z} ∈ E(Qn+1): Apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path
P2 of QLn between u and x passing through PL ∪ {{wL, zL}} and observe that the desired hamiltonian path of
Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {wL,w}, {zL, z}})\{{wL, zL},
{xR,w}}.
(1.2.1.1.2.2.3) wL = y and {w, z} /∈E(Qn+1): Let q be the common neighbor of y and wL, distinct from x. Note that
{w, z} /∈E(Qn+1) implies that q = zL. Apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian pathP2 ofQLn between u
and x passing throughPL\{{x, y}}∪{{x,wL}, {wL, q}, {q, y}, {y, zL}} and observe that the desired hamiltonian path of
Qn+1 betweenu andv is then inducedbyedges of (E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{x, y}, {x, xR}, {wL,w}, {zL, z}})\{{y, zL}, {x,wL}
, {xR,w}}.
(1.2.1.1.2.3) |PL| = 2n − 4 and |PR| = 1: Note that thenPR = {{xR, v}}. Use the induction hypothesis to obtain a
hamiltonian path P1 of QLn between u and x, passing throughPL. Since |PL| = 2n− 4< 2n − 4 = |E(P1)| − 3, there
must exist an edge {y, z} ∈ E(P1)\PL, not incident with x or vL. It remains to apply Lemma 6 to obtain a hamiltonian
path P2 of QRn − {xR, v} and observe that the desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by
edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {xR, v}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\{{y, z}}.
(1.2.1.2) d(u, x) is even: Then d(xR, v) must be even as well.
(1.2.1.2.1) max{|PL|, |PR|}< 2n − 4:
(1.2.1.2.1.1) PL contains a path between x and its neighbor z, while zR is not incident with any edge of P: By
Lemma 3 the vertex x has a neighbor y in QLn such that edge {x, y} is free in QLn , edge {xR, yR} is free in QRn and at
most one vertex of y, yR is incident with an edge of P. Note that as {x, z} is not free in QLn , it follows that y = z.
(1.2.1.2.1.1.1) 〈PL〉 contains no path between u and y: Then PC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{x, y}}, u, z) and PC(QRn ,PR ∪
{{xR, zR}}, yR, v) hold and hence we can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of QLn
between u and z, passing throughPL ∪ {{x, y}}, and a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between yR and v, passing through
PR ∪{{xR, zR}}. The desired hamiltonian path ofQn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(P1)∪E(P2)∪
{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\{{x, y}, {xR, zR}}.
(1.2.1.2.1.1.2)PL contains a path between u and y: Then y must be incident with an edge ofPL and as noted above,
it means that yR is not incident with any edge of PR . Consequently, PR contains no path between v and yR .
(1.2.1.2.1.1.2.1) PR contains a path from xR to its neighbor w, while wL is not incident with any edge of P:
Then PC(QRn ,PR ∪ {{xR, zR}}, v, w) and PC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{x,wL}}, u, z) and we can use a construction simi-
lar to (1.2.1.2.1.1.1); applying the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of QRn between v and
w, passing through PL ∪ {{xR, zR}} and a hamiltonian path P2 of QLn between u and z, passing through PL ∪
{{x,wL}}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪
{{x, xR}, {z, zR}, {wL,w}})\{{xR, zR}, {x,wL}}.
(1.2.1.2.1.1.2.2) The condition of the previous case does not hold: Then only one dimension is blocked for {x, xR},
and hence by Lemma 3 either y is not incident with any edge of PL or there are at least two ways to choose it. In any
case, the choice of y can be made in such a way that 〈PL〉 contains no path between u and y and case (1.2.1.2.1.1.1)
applies.
(1.2.1.2.1.2) 〈PR〉 contains a path from xR to its neighbor z, while zL is not incident with any edge of P: This is a
symmetric version of case (1.2.1.2.1.1).
(1.2.1.2.1.3) No dimension is blocked for {x, xR}: By Lemma 5 we can assume that there is a 4-cycle x, y, z, w in
V (QLn ) such that PC(QLn ,PL ∪ {{x, y}}, u,w). Apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of
QLn between u and w passing through PL ∪ {{x, y}} and consider two subcases:
(1.2.1.2.1.3.1)The subpathofP1 betweenu and x contains y: Lemma5 implies thatPC(QRn ,PR∪{{xR,wR}}, yR, v).
Hence we can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 ofQRn between yR and v, passing through
PR ∪ {{xR,wR}} and observe that the desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced by edges of
(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {w,wR}})\{{x, y}, {xR,wR}}.
(1.2.1.2.1.3.2) The subpath of P1 between u and x does not contain y:
(1.2.1.2.1.3.2.1) |PR|< 2n − 5: Lemma 5 implies that PC(QRn ,PR ∪ {{xR, yR}, {zR,wR}}, yR, v). Hence we
can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between yR and v passing through PR ∪
{{xR, yR}, {wR, zR}} and observe that the desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced by edges of
(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {w,wR}, {yR, zR}})\{{x, y}, {xR, yR}, {zR,wR}}.
(1.2.1.2.1.3.2.2) |PL| = 2 and |PR| = 2n − 3: If PL contains a path of length two between u and x, then no
edge of PL may be incident with y, z or w. It follows that part (ii) of Lemma 5 holds for xR, yR, zR,wR and
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hence we can use the construction of case (1.2.1.2.1.3.1) or (1.2.1.2.1.3.2.1) with the roles of QLn and QRn inter-
changed.
Otherwise we shall use the following strategy: Add additional prescribed edges toPL to make sure that any hamil-
tonian path of QLn between u and w passing through them satisﬁes the condition of case (1.2.1.2.1.3.1). In order to do
that, ﬁrst verify by inspection that there exists a set E ⊆ E(QLn )\PL, |E|3 such thatPL ∪E contains a path between
x and w and PC(QLn ,PL ∪ E ∪ {{x, y}}, u,w). Since |PL ∪ E ∪ {{x, y}}|62n − 4 for n5, we can apply the
induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 of QLn between u and w, passing throughPL ∪E∪{{x, y}}. Then
the subpath of P1 between u and x contains y and hence we can use the same construction as in case (1.2.1.2.1.3.1).
(1.2.1.2.2) |PL| = 2n − 4 and |PR| = 1:
First note that the number of neighbors of x in QLn which are incident with two edges of PL or form an endvertex
of a path of PL starting at u does not exceed n − 2. Moreover, there is only one edge in PR which may possibly be
incident with xR . Hence we can choose a neighbor z of x in QLn such that
(i) PC(QLn ,PL, u, z) and {xR, zR} /∈PR .
Moreover, the choice can be made in such a way that
(ii) if xR has a neighbor zˆ in QRn such that {zˆ, v} ∈ PR and zˆL is incident with at most one edge ofPL, then z= zˆL.
Note that if (ii) holds, then by Lemma 1 the set PL really contains no path between u and z and hence (ii) does not
contradict (i). In any case, we can use the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P1 between u and z in QLn ,
passing throughPL. Observe that there has to be an edge {x, y} ∈ E(P1)\PL. Assume that y is chosen in such a way
that y = z if possible, and consider the following subcases:
(1.2.1.2.2.1) y = z:
(1.2.1.2.2.1.1)PR={{xR, yR}}: By Lemma 6 there is a hamiltonian pathP2 ofQRn −{xR, yR} between zR and v and
the desired hamiltonian path ofQn+1 between u and v is induced by edges (E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{x, xR}, {xR, yR}, {y, yR},
{z, zR}})\{{x, y}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.1.2)PR ={{zR, v}}: By Lemma 6 there is a hamiltonian path P2 ofQRn −{zR, v} between xR and y and the
desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced by edges of (E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR},
{zR, v}})\{{x, y}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.1.3) None of the above two cases applies:
(1.2.1.2.2.1.3.1) y belongs to the subpath ofP1 between u and x: Note that theway zwas chosen (condition (ii)) implies
that {yR, v} /∈PR . It follows thatPC(QRn ,PR∪{{xR, zR}}, yR, v) holds and hence we can apply the induction hypoth-
esis to obtain a hamiltonian pathP2 ofQRn between yR and v, passing throughPR∪{{xR, zR}}. The desired hamiltonian
path ofQn+1 between u and v is induced by edges of (E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\{{x, y}, {xR, zR}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.1.3.2) y belongs to the subpath of P1 between x and z: Then the construction depends on the position of
the only edge of PR .
(1.2.1.2.2.1.3.2.1) PR = {{xR,w}} for some w /∈ {yR, zR}: Let yˆ (resp. zˆ) be the common neighbor of w and
yR (of w and zR), distinct from xR . Note that since yˆ = zˆ by the (0, 2)-property, at most one of them may
be equal to v. If yˆ = v, observe that PC(QRn ,PR ∪ {{yR, yˆ}, {yˆ, w}, {xR, zR}}, yR, v) and hence we can
apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between yR and v, passing through
PR ∪ {{yR, yˆ}, {yˆ, w}, {xR, zR}}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced by edges of
(E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\{{x, y}, {xR, zR}}. If yˆ=v, then zˆ = v and similarly as above, apply the
induction to obtain a hamiltonian pathP2 ofQRn between zR and v, passing throughPR∪{{zR, zˆ}, {zˆ, w}, {xR, yR}}. The
desired hamiltonian path ofQn+1 between u and v is induced by edges of (E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\
{{x, y}, {xR, yR}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.1.3.2.2)PR ={{zR,w}} for some w /∈ {xR, v}: Apply the induction to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn
between yR and v, passing throughPR ∪ {{xR, yR}, {xR, zR}}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and
v is induced by edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\{{x, y}, {xR, zR}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.1.3.2.3) None of the above two cases applies: Observe that thenPC(QRn ,PR∪{{xR, yR}{xR, zR}}, zR, v)
holds and hence we can use the induction to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between zR and v, passing through
PR ∪ {{xR, yR}, {xR, zR}}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced by edges (E(P1) ∪
E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {z, zR}})\{{x, y}, {xR, yR}}.
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(1.2.1.2.2.2) y = z:
(1.2.1.2.2.2.1) PR = {{zR, v}}: Recall that v = xR .
(1.2.1.2.2.2.1.1) There exists an edge {r, s} ∈ E(P1)\PL such that s is a neighbor of z and r belongs to the subpath
of P1 between u and s: Note that then d(r, x)=d(rR, xR) is odd and hence we can apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd a hamiltonian
path P2 of QRn − {zR, v} between rR and xR . The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced by
edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{r, rR}, {x, xR}, {z, zR}, {zR, v}})\{{r, s}, {x, z}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.2.1.2) The condition of the previous case does not hold: We claim that then we can choose two distinct
edges {p, q}, {r, s} ∈ E(P1)\PL such that p (resp. r) belongs to the subpath of P1 between u and q (resp. u and s). To
prove the claim, note that one edge of PL must be incident with x, otherwise case (1.2.1.2.2.1) applies. Hence there
are at most 2n − 5 edges of PL than may be incident with n − 1 neighbors of z, distinct from x. It follows that there
exist neighbors w1, w2, . . . , wk of z, distinct from x, such that
(i) k = 2 and each wi (i ∈ {1, 2}) is incident with at most i − 1 edges of PL, or
(ii) k3 and each wi (1 ik) is incident with at most one edge of PL.
If (i) holds then w1 = u, for otherwise the previous case (1.2.1.2.2.2.1.1) applies. But then we can choose {p, q} and
{r, s} as the edges of E(P1)\PL, incident with w1 and w2, respectively. Note that vertex p = u obviously belongs to
the subpath of P1 between u and q. Vertex r =w2 must belong to the subpath of P1 between u and s, for otherwise the
previous case (1.2.1.2.2.2.1.1) applies. In case (ii) there must be at least two neighbors different from u and we can use
the same argument as above to show that they are incident with edges {p, q} and {r, s} of the desired properties. This
completes the proof of the claim.
(1.2.1.2.2.2.1.2.1) pR = v: The existence of a path x, z, r, s guarantees that d(x, s) = d(xR, sR) is odd. Hence
we can apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path of QRn between xR and sR , passing through PR ∪
{{xR, zR}, {v, qR}}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced by edges of (E(P1)∪E(P2)∪
{{p, z}, {r, z}, {q, qR}, {s, sR}, {x, xR}})\{{p, q}, {r, s}, {x, z}, {q, v}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.2.1.2.2) pR = v: Since the existence of a path sR, s, r, z, zR, v guarantees that d(sR, v) = d(xR, sR) is
odd and {pR, qR, sR}∩{xR, zR,w}=∅, we can apply the induction to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between sR
and v passing through PR ∪ {{pR, qR}, {xR, zR}}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is induced
by (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{p, pR}, {q, qR}, {s, sR}, {x, xR}, {z, zR}})\{{p, q}, {r, s}, {x, z}, {xR, zR}, {pR, qR}}.
(1.2.1.2.2.2.2) PR = {{zR, v}}: We claim that then z has a neighbor w = x in QLn such that
(i) w has a neighbor q on P1 such that {w, q} /∈PL,
(ii) qR is not incident with the only edge of PR .
To prove the claim, we use similar arguments as in case (1.2.1.2.2.2.1). At most 2n− 5 edges ofPL may be incident
with n− 1 neighbors of z, distinct from x, and hence at least two such neighbors are incident with at most one edge of
PL. It follows that at least two neighbors of z satisfy (i), and (ii) must hold for at least one of them.
If q belongs to the subpath of P1 between u and w, apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P2
between qR and v in QRn , passing through PR ∪ {{xR, zR}}. If this is not the case, it is not difﬁcult to see that there
exists a set E ⊆ (E(QRn )\PR) of at most three edges not incident with v such thatPR ∪E contains a path between zR
and qR . Hence we can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 between q and v in QRn , passing
through PR ∪ E ∪ {{xR, zR}}. It remains to observe that the desired hamiltonian path between u and v in Qn+1 is
induced by edges of (E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{q, qR}, {x, xR}, {z, zR}})\{{x, z}, {w, q}, {xR, zR}}.
(1.2.1.2.3) |PL| = 1 and |PR| = 2n − 4: This is a symmetric version of case (1.2.1.2.2).
(1.2.2) |PL| = 2n − 3 and |PR| = 0: Recall that edge {x, xR} was chosen such that u = x and v = xR . Apply
the induction to ﬁnd a hamiltonian cycle C of QLn passing through PL. Choose on C neighbors w and y of u and x,
respectively, such that {u,w} /∈PL, {x, y} /∈PL. Moreover, choose y = w, if it is possible.
(1.2.2.1) w= x or y = u: Apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P of QRn between xR and v. The
desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{x, xR}})\{{u, x}}.
(1.2.2.2) w=y: We claim that there exists an edge {a, b} /∈PL on C such that {y, a} ∈ E(QL)\PL. Indeed, the way
y has been chosen implies that both u and x are incident with edges of PL. Hence there remain at most 2n − 5 edges
of PL that can be incident with n − 2 neighbors of y in QLn different from u, x, and each can be incident with at most
one neighbor. So there is a neighbor a incident with at most one edge.
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(1.2.2.2.1) Each of two paths on C between y and a contains exactly one of u, b: Apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn paths
P1 andP2 between xR and yR and between bR and v whose vertex sets partitionV (QRn ). The desired hamiltonian path of
Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(C)∪E(P1)∪(P2)∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {b, bR}, {y, a}})\{{u,w},
{x, y}, {a, b}}.
(1.2.2.2.2) One of two paths on C between y and a contains both u and b: Apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn paths P1
and P2 between xR and bR and between yR and v whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ). The desired hamiltonian path
of Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(C) ∪ E(P1) ∪ (P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {b, bR}, {y, a}})\
{{u,w}, {x, y}, {a, b}}.
(1.2.2.3) w = x, w = y, y = u, v = yR: Apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn paths P1 and P2 between xR and yR and
between wR and v whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ). The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v is then
induced by edges of (E(C) ∪ E(P1) ∪ (P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {w,wR}})\{{u,w}, {x, y}}.
(1.2.2.4) w = x, w = y, y = u, v = yR:
(1.2.2.4.1) One of the two paths on C between u and x contains both w and y: Apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd
a hamiltonian path P of QRn between wR and v passing through edge {xR, yR}. The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1
between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(C)∪E(P )∪{{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {w,wR}})\{{u,w}, {x, y}, {xR, yR}}.
(1.2.2.4.2) Each of the two paths on C between u and x contains exactly one of w, y:
(1.2.2.4.2.1)PL contains no path between u and y: Then there exists an edge {a, b} ∈ E(C)\PL on the subpath of C
between u and y not containing x. It remains to apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P between wR
and v inQRn passing through edges {xR, yR} and {aR, bR}. The desired hamiltonian path ofQn+1 between u and v is then
induced by edges of (E(C)∪E(P )∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}, {a, aR}, {b, bR}, {w,wR}})\{{u,w}, {x, y}, {a, b}, {xR, yR},
{aR, bR}}.
(1.2.2.4.2.2)PL contains a path between u and y: Since y has n−1 neighbors inQLn different from x and |PL|=2n−3,
there is a neighbor a = x that is incidentwith atmost one edge ofPL. Note that a = u since d(u, y) is even. If a=w, then
simply apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P between xR and v in QRn . The desired hamiltonian
path of Qn+1 between u and v is then induced by edges of (E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{x, xR}})\{{u,w}, {x, y}}. If, however,
a = w, let b be a neighbor of a such that {a, b} ∈ E(C)\PL. Put c=v and d=bR , if one of two paths onC between a and
y contains both b and x, otherwise put c=bR and d=v. Next apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd inQRn paths P1 and P2 between xR
and c and between wR and d whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ). The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and
v is then induced by edges of (E(C) ∪ E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {w,wR}, {b, bR}, {y, a}})\{{u,w}, {x, y}, {a, b}}.
Case (2): P=PL ∪PR .
Subcase (2.1): v ∈ V (QLn ).
(2.1.1) |PL|< 2n − 4 and |PR|2n − 4: Lemma 2 guarantees the existence of an edge {x, y} ∈ E(QLn )\PL such
thatPC(QLn ,PL∪{{x, y}}, u, v) andPC(QRn ,PR, xR, yR) hold. Hence we can use the induction hypothesis to obtain
hamiltonian paths P1 of QLn between u and v and P2 of QRn between xR and yR , passing through PL ∪ {{x, y}} and
PR , respectively. Then H = 〈(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}})\{{x, y}}〉.
(2.1.2) |PL| = 2n− 4 and |PR| = 2: First apply the induction to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P1 of QLn between u and v
passing throughPL. Since |E(P1)|−|P|=2n−1− (2n−2)> 3 for n5, there has to be an edge {x, y} ∈ E(P1)\PL
such that {xR, yR} /∈PR and neither xR nor yR is incident with both edges of PR . It follows that {xR, yR} is free in
QRn and hence we can apply the induction again to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between xR and yR passing
through PR . Then H = 〈(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, xR}, {y, yR}})\{{x, y}}〉.
(2.1.3) |PL| = 2n− 3 and |PR| = 1: First choose an edge {x, y} ∈ PL such that y is an endvertex of a path of 〈PL〉.
Moreover, if 〈PL〉 contains a path starting at u or v, then y should be the other endvertex of that path. Next apply the
induction to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P1 ofQLn between u and v passing throughPL\{{x, y}}. If {x, y} ∈ E(P1), use the
same construction as in the previous case (2.1.2) to obtain the desired hamiltonian path. If this is not the case, choose
on P1 neighbors r and s of x and y, respectively, such that
(i) {x, r} /∈PL,
(ii) the subpath of P1 between x and y contains exactly one of r, s.
The way y has been chosen implies that {y, s} /∈PL. The existence of a path of length three between r and s
means that d(r, s) is odd and the same has to be true about d(rR, sR). If {rR, sR} /∈PR , use the induction to ﬁnd a
hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between rR and sR , passing through PR and observe that then H = 〈(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪
{{x, y}, {r, rR}, {s, sR}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}}〉.
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If, however,PR ={{rR, sR}}, which means that d(r, s)= 1, choose an edge {p, q} ∈ E(P1)\(PL ∪{{x, r}, {y, s}}).
Note that as |E(P1)| − (|PL\{{x, y}}| + 2) = 2n − 1 − (2n − 4) − 2> 1 for n5, this is always possible. Then use
the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P2 of QRn between pR and qR , passing throughPR and observe
that H = 〈(E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, y}, {r, s}, {p, pR}, {q, qR}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}, {p, q}}〉.
(2.1.4) |PL| = 2n− 2 and |PR| = 0: First choose an edge {x, y} ∈ PL such that y is an endvertex of a path of 〈PL〉.
Moreover, if 〈PL〉 contains a path starting at u or v, then y should be the other endvertex of that path. We can assume
that this path starts at u, interchanging u and v if necessary. Note that this implies that v = x, v = y, u = y. Next
apply the induction to ﬁnd in QLn a hamiltonian cycle C passing through PL\{{x, y}}.
(2.1.4.1) {x, y} ∈ E(C): Choose onC neighbors r and s of u and v, respectively, such that {u, r} /∈PL and {v, s} /∈PL.
(2.1.4.1.1) {u, v} ∈ E(C): Choose an edge {a, b} ∈ E(C)\PL, apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian
path P of QRn between aR and bR and observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{a, aR}, {b, bR}})\{{u, v}, {a, b}}〉.
(2.1.4.1.2) {u, v} /∈E(C) and each of two paths on C between u and v contains exactly one of r, s: Apply the induction
hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P of QRn between rR and sR . The desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u
and v is then induced by edges of (E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{r, rR}, {s, sR}})\{{u, r}, {v, s}}.
(2.1.4.1.3) {u, v} /∈E(C) and eachof twopaths onCbetweenu andv contains both or noneof r, s: First note that r = s,
for otherwise d(u, v)=2, contrary to our assumption that this distance is odd.Moreover, the assumption thatPL contains
no path between u and v implies that there exists an edge {a, b} ∈ E(C)\PL on the path of C between u and v containing
none of r, s.Wemay assume that d(r, a) is odd, interchanging a and b if necessary. Then d(s, b) is odd aswell. Hencewe
can applyLemma6 toﬁnd inQRn pathsP1 between rR andaR andP2 between sR andbR such thatV (P1) andV (P2) form
a partition of V (QRn ). ThenH =〈(E(C)∪E(P1)∪E(P2)∪{{r, rR}, {s, sR}, {a, aR}, {b, bR}})\{{u, r}, {v, s}, {a, b}}〉.
(2.1.4.2) {x, y} /∈E(C):
(2.1.4.2.1) {u, v} ∈ E(C): Choose on C neighbors r and s of x and y, respectively, such that {x, r} /∈PL and each of
twopaths onCbetween x and y contains exactly one of r, s.Moreover, ifu=x then choose rdifferent from v. Note that the
way y has been chosen implies that {y, s} /∈PL. It remains to apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P
ofQRn between rR and sR and observe that thenH=〈(E(C)∪E(P )∪{{x, y}, {r, rR}, {s, sR}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}, {u, v}}〉.
(2.1.4.2.2) {u, v} /∈E(C) and u= x: Choose on C neighbors b and s of v and y, respectively, such that neither {v, b}
nor {y, s} belongs to PL and each of the two paths on C between v and y contains exactly one of b, s. Further choose
distinct neighbors r and a of u such that each of the two paths on C between u and y contains exactly one of r, v. Note
that the way y has been chosen implies that neither {u, r} nor {u, a} belongs to PL. Next apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in
QRn paths P1 between rR and bR and P2 between sR and aR whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ) and observe that then
H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{x, y}, {r, rR}, {s, sR}, {a, aR}, {b, bR}})\{{u, a}, {v, b}, {u, r}, {y, s}}〉.
(2.1.4.2.3) {u, v} /∈E(C) and each of two paths on C between u and v contains exactly one of x, y: Choose on C
neighbors r and s of x and y, respectively, such that {x, r} /∈PL and each of two paths on C between x and y contains
both or none of r, s. Note that the way y has been chosen implies that {y, s} /∈PL and the fact that hypercubes are
triangle-free implies r = s. Further choose on C neighbors a and b of u and v, respectively, such that {u, a} /∈PL and
{v, b} /∈PL.
First consider the special case when {{r, x}, {s, y}} ∩ {{u, a}, {v, b}} = ∅. Note that we can assume that {r, x} =
{u, a}, interchanging {r, x} with {s, y} or {u, a} with {v, b} if necessary. Then simply apply the induction hypothesis
to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P of QRn between sR and bR and observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{x, y}, {s, sR},
{b, bR}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}, {v, b}}〉.
If the special case does not apply, use Lemma 6 to ﬁnd inQRn paths P1 between rR and sR and P2 between aR and bR
whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ) and observe that we have H = 〈(E(C)∪E(P1)∪E(P2)∪ {{x, y}, {r, rR}, {s, sR},
{a, aR}, {b, bR}})\{{u, a}, {v, b}, {x, r}, {y, s}}〉.
(2.1.4.2.4) {u, v} /∈E(C) and each of two paths on C between u and v contains both or none of x, y: Choose on C
neighbors r and s of x and y, respectively, such that {x, r} /∈PL and each two paths on C between x and y contains
exactly one of r, s. Note that the way y has been chosen implies that {y, s} /∈PL. Further choose on C neighbors a and
b of u and v, respectively, such that {u, a} /∈PL and {v, b} /∈PL. If the choice can be made in such a way that each of
two paths on C between u and v contains exactly one of a, b, then we can use the same construction as in the previous
case (2.1.4.2.3).
It remains to settle the case that a and b had to be chosen on one subpath of C between u and v: The way y
was chosen implies that x, y must be on the other subpath of C between u and v, for otherwise PL would contain
a path starting at u, but not ending at y. We may assume that d(r, a) is odd, interchanging r and s if necessary.
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Then d(s, b) is odd as well and we can apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn paths P1 between rR and aR and P2 be-
tween sR and bR whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ). It remains to observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪
{{x, y}, {r, rR}, {s, sR}, {a, aR}, {b, bR}})\{{u, a}, {v, b}, {x, r}, {y, s}}〉.
(2.1.5) |PL| = 1 and |PR| = 2n − 3: By the induction hypothesis QRn contains a hamiltonian cycle C passing
throughPR . Since |E(C)| − |PR| = 2n − (2n− 3)> 3 for n5, there has to be an edge {x, y} ∈ E(C)\PR such that
{xL, yL} /∈PL and {xL, yL} = {u, v}. It remains to use the induction again to obtain a hamiltonian pathPofQLn between
u and v passing through PL ∪ {{xL, yL}} and observe that H = 〈(E(P ) ∪ E(C) ∪ {{xL, x}, {yL, y}})\{{xL, yL}}〉.
(2.1.6) |PL| = 0 and |PR| = 2n − 2: First choose an edge {x, y} ∈ PR such that y is an endvertex of a path of
PR . Next apply the induction to ﬁnd in QRn a hamiltonian cycle C passing throughPR\{{x, y}}. If {x, y} ∈ E(C), use
the same construction as in the previous case (2.1.5) to obtain the desired hamiltonian path of Qn+1 between u and v.
Otherwise choose on C neighbors r and s of x and y, respectively, such that {x, r} /∈PR and each of two paths on C
between x and y contains exactly one of r, s. Note that the way y has been chosen implies that {y, s} /∈PR .
(2.1.6.1) |{u, v}∩{rL, sL}|=0:Wemay assume that d(rL, u) is odd, interchanging r and s if necessary. Then d(sL, v)
must be odd as well and we can apply Lemma 6 to obtain paths P1 between u and rL and P2 between v and sL, whose
vertex sets partitionV (QLn ). It remains to observe thatH=〈(E(P1)∪E(P2)∪E(C)∪{{rL, r}, {sL, s}, {x, y}})\{{x, r},
{y, s}}〉.
(2.1.6.2) |{u, v} ∩ {rL, sL}| = 1: Due to the symmetry we can assume that u= rL. Since both d(u, v) and d(rL, sL)
are odd, d(sL, v) must be even and hence we can apply Lemma 7 to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P of QLn − {u} between
sL and v. Then H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{s, sL}, {u, r}, {x, y}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}}〉.
(2.1.6.3) |{u, v} ∩ {rL, sL}| = 2: Choose an edge {a, b} ∈ E(C)\PR such that {a, b} ∩ {r, s} = ∅ and apply
Lemma 8 to ﬁnd a hamiltonian cycle C′ of QLn − {u, v} passing through edge {aL, bL}. Then H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(C′) ∪
{{u, uR}, {v, vR}, {a, aL}, {b, bL}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}, {a, b}, {aL, bL}}〉.
Subcase (2.2): v ∈ V (QRn ).
(2.2.1) |PL|2n − 4 and |PR|2n − 4: Lemma 2 guarantees the existence of a vertex x ∈ V (QLn ) such that
PC(QLn ,P
L, u, x) and PC(QRn ,PR, xR, v) hold. It remains to apply the induction hypothesis to obtain hamiltonian
paths P1 of QLn between u and x and P2 of QRn between xR and v, passing through PL and PR , respectively. The
desired hamiltonian path H is a concatenation of P1 and P2.
(2.2.2) |PL|=2n−3 and |PR|=1: By the induction hypothesis QLn contains a hamiltonian cycle C passing through
PL. Since u may be incident with at most one edge ofP, there has to be a neighbor x of u on C such that {u, x} /∈PL.
First assume that there is not a path in PR between xR and v. Since the fact that d(u, xR) = 2 implies that d(xR, v)
has the same parity as d(u, v), i.e. odd, we can safely apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a hamiltonian path P of
QRn between xR and v, passing through PR and observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{x, xR}})\{{u, x}}〉.
Otherwise in must be the case that PR = {{xR, v}}. Then choose an arbitrary edge {r, s} ∈ E(C)\PL such that
{r, s} ∩ {x, vL}=∅ and apply Lemma 6 to obtain a hamiltonian path P of QRn −{xR, v} between rR and sR . It remains
to observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{x, xR}, {xR, v}, {r, rR}, {s, sR}})\{{u, x}, {r, s}}〉.
(2.2.3) |PL| = 2n − 2 and |PR| = 0: First choose an edge {x, y} ∈ PL such that y is an endvertex of a path of
PL. Moreover, if PL contains a path starting at u, then y should be the other endvertex of that path. Next apply the
induction to ﬁnd a hamiltonian cycle C of QLn passing throughPL\{{x, y}}. If {x, y} ∈ E(C), use the construction of
the previous case (2.2.2) to obtain the desired hamiltonian path. Otherwise choose on C neighbors r, s and a of x, y
and u, respectively, such that a = r , {u, a} /∈PL, {x, r} /∈PL and each of the two paths on C between x and y contains
exactly one of r, s. Moreover, choose r = vL and s = vL, if possible. Note that the way y has been chosen implies that
{y, s} /∈PL.
(2.2.3.1) u= r or u= s: Due to the symmetry we can assume that u= r . Note that then d(u, s) is odd, which means
that d(sR, v) must be odd as well. Hence we can simply apply the induction hypothesis to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P of
QRn between sR and v and observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{x, y}, {s, sR}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}}〉.
(2.2.3.2) a = s: Let b denote the neighbor of y on C, different from s. Note that then d(u, b) is odd and therefore
d(bR, v) has the same parity as d(u, v), which is odd by our assumption. Hence we can apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in
QRn paths P1 between rR and sR and P2 between bR and v whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ). Then H = 〈(E(C) ∪
E(P1) ∪ E(P2) ∪ {{r, rR}, {s, sR}, {b, bR}, {x, y}})\{{x, r}, {y, b}, {u, a}}〉.
(2.2.3.3) r=vL: The conditions used for the choice of r imply that in this case theremust be a path on C between u and
x containing only edges ofP. Let b be the neighbor of y on C, different from s. Note that the existence of a path of length
three between b and r means that d(b, r)= d(bR, v) is odd. Moreover, the fact that d(u, aR)= 2 implies that d(aR, v)
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must have the same parity as d(u, v), i.e. odd. Hence we can apply Lemma 7 to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P of QRn − {v}
between aR and bR observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪ E(P ) ∪ {{a, aR}, {b, bR}, {r, v}, {x, y}})\{{x, r}, {y, b}, {u, a}}〉.
(2.2.3.4) s = vL: Since case u = s was settled previously in (2.2.3.1), we can also assume that u = s. First
note that the conditions used for the choice of s imply that in this case there must be a path on C between u and x
containing only edges of P. Next observe that the existence of a path of length three between r and s means that
d(r, s) = d(rR, v) is odd. Since d(aR, v) is odd as well for the same reasons as in the previous case, we can apply
Lemma 7 to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path P of QRn − {v} between aR and rR . It remains to observe that H = 〈(E(C) ∪
E(P ) ∪ {{a, aR}, {r, rR}, {s, v}, {x, y}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}, {u, a}}〉.
(2.2.3.5) {r, s} ∩ {u, vL} = ∅ and a = s: Apply Lemma 6 to ﬁnd in QRn paths P1 between
rR and sR and P2 between aR and v whose vertex sets partition V (QRn ) and observe H = 〈(E(C)∪E(P1)∪E(P2)∪
{{r, rR}, {s, sR}, {a, aR}, {x, y}})\{{x, r}, {y, s}, {u, a}}〉. 
Note that the presentation of the proof provides a description of a recursive algorithm, which, given a set of prescribed
edges and two vertices of Qn, satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 10, constructs the desired hamiltonian path.
As an easy corollary we obtain a similar result on hamiltonian cycles with prescribed edges, originally proved in [4]:
Corollary 11. Let n2 and P ⊆ E(Qn) be such that |P|2n − 3. Then Qn contains a hamiltonian cycle passing
through P iff 〈P〉 consists of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths.
Proof. Choose {u, v} ∈ P and apply Theorem 10 to ﬁnd a hamiltonian path of Qn between u and v passing through
P\{{u, v}}. 
5. Hamiltonian paths avoiding forbidden edges
The existence of hamiltonian paths passing through prescribed edges is obviously related to the problem of hamil-
tonian paths avoiding forbidden edges. Indeed, if two prescribed edges are incident with the same vertex x, any path
passing through them must avoid all the remaining edges incident with x. With this idea it is easy to show that Theorem
10 implies some classical results on edge-fault tolerance of hypercubes with respect to hamiltonian paths and cycles.
Corollary 12 (Hsu et al. [8]). Let n2,F ⊆ E(Qn) and u, v ∈ V (Qn) be such that |F|n− 2 and d(u, v) is odd.
Then there exists a hamiltonian path of Qn between u and v avoidingF.
Proof. Let us call the edges of F forbidden. Let V1, V2 be the partite sets of Qn and A be the set of endvertices of
forbidden edges in V1. Assume that u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2. In the construction described below, we will ﬁnd for each x ∈ A
two distinct edges ex1 , e
x
2 ∈ E(Qn)\F incident with x such that 〈
⋃
x∈A{ex1 , ex2 }〉 consists of pairwise vertex-disjoint
paths. Given that, put P = {ex1 , ex2 | x ∈ A}, but in case u ∈ A remove one of eu1 , eu2 from P (choosing {u, v} if
possible). Then |P|2|A|2|F |2n − 4 and so by Theorem 10 there is a hamiltonian path passing through P and,
therefore, avoiding all forbidden edges. The special cases for n ∈ {3, 4} cannot occur in our construction.
For x ∈ A, let Zx be the set of dimensions of all but one forbidden edges incident with x. It is irrelevant which
forbidden edge we exclude, let it be the one with the least dimension. If x is incident with only one forbidden edge then
Zx is empty. Put Z =⋃x∈A Zx and observe that |A| |F | − |Z|.
Now choose distinct dimensions a, b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}\Z such that there is no 4-cycle of edges with dimensions

















pairs of vertices in A, and each pair of vertices can disable at most one pair of
dimensions. In the ﬁrst step, for x ∈ A, let ex1 and ex2 be the edges of dimensions a and b incident with x. The paths
induced by {ex1 , ex2 } must be pairwise vertex-disjoint for all x ∈ A, for otherwise they would form a 4-cycle. However,
we are not ﬁnished yet, since one edge of ex1 , e
x
2 can be forbidden.
In the second step, iteratively consider all x ∈ A such that ex1 or ex2 is forbidden, say it is ex1 . For a new ex1 , choose
an edge that is not incident with ey1 , e
y
2 for all y ∈ A\{x}. Such an edge exists since there are |A| − 1n − 3 − |Z|
vertices in A different from x, n − 2 − |Z| edges of dimension not in {a, b} ∪ Z, and every vertex can disable at most
one edge of dimension not in {a, b} ∪ Z. Now the desired paths are induced by edges {ex1 , ex2 } for all x ∈ A. 
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A similar well-known result for hamiltonian cycles follows directly from Corollary 12, but it can be also proved
from Corollary 11, using exactly the same argument as for hamiltonian paths.
Corollary 13 (Chen and Shin [3]). For n2 andF ⊆ E(Qn) such that |F|n− 2 there exists a hamiltonian cycle
of Qn avoidingF.
Both these results are optimal since n − 1 forbidden edges incident with the same vertex x disable any hamiltonian
cycle or path not starting at x.
We conclude this paper with an open problem. The connection between hamiltonicity of hypercubes with forbidden
and prescribed edges, explored in the previous corollaries, suggests that there may be a relation between the complexity
of both problems. The problem of existence of a hamiltonian path of Qn between u and v avoiding a given set of
forbidden edges is known to be NP-complete ([2], even in case that u and v are adjacent). Does a similar result hold
for the variant with prescribed edges?
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